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Diabetic retinopathy is a potentially blinding eye disease
that threatens the vision of one-ninth of patients with
diabetes. Progression of the disease has long been
attributed to an initial dropout of pericytes that enwrap
the retinal microvasculature. Revealed through retinal
vascular digests, a subsequent increase in basement
membrane bridgeswas also observed. Using cell-specific
markers, we demonstrate that pericytes rather than
endothelial cells colocalize with these bridges. We show
that the density of bridges transiently increases with
elevation of Ang-2, PDGF-BB, and blood glucose; is
rapidly reversed on a timescale of days; and is often
associated with a pericyte cell body located off vessel.
Cell-specific knockout of KLF4 in pericytes fully repli-
cates this phenotype. In vivo imaging of limbal vessels
demonstrates pericyte migration off vessel, with rapid
pericyte filopodial-like process formation between adja-
cent vessels. Accounting for off-vessel and on-vessel
pericytes, we observed no pericyte loss relative to non-
diabetic control retina. These findings reveal the possi-
bility that pericyte perturbations in location and process
formation may play a role in the development of patho-
logical vascular remodeling in diabetic retinopathy.

Chronic hyperglycemia associated with diabetes has long
been known to cause widespread tissue damage and dys-
function across a number of end organs including kidney
(1), skeletal muscle (2), liver (1), brain (1), heart (3), and
retina (1). In the retina, such pathology is mediated in part
through dysfunction in the many cell types that form the
neurovascular unit (4). One of the earliest insults observed

in these tissues is the loss of pericytes, cells that enwrap
the microvasculature and support underlying endothelial
cells, with this loss compromising vascular integrity (5)
and leading to the eventual destruction of the microvas-
culature (6). Yet the reasons that pericytes are particularly
susceptible to hyperglycemic injury, as compared with
other cell types of the neurovascular unit, remain unclear
(1).

Understanding the mechanisms that underlie this early
pericyte dysfunction remains of paramount importance
given that one-ninth of the 285 million patients with
diabetes worldwide have vision-threatening diabetic reti-
nopathy (7). Pericytes are considered an effector cell for
microvascular remodeling and enwrap capillaries, main-
taining close physical contact via cell soma and extended
cellular processes within the vascular basement membrane
(6). Interestingly, studies examining early vascular dys-
function have observed pericyte-like cells bridging across
two or more adjacent capillaries, with dramatic increases
in the number of bridges in hyperglycemic compared with
homeostatic conditions (8,9). However, the cellular origin
and function of such bridging cells and their implica-
tion in diabetic vascular dysfunction have not yet been
established.

One hypothesis is that these pericyte-like bridges form
as a result of pericyte detachment (9–12), where it is
assumed that a fully attached pericyte migrates (or begins
to migrate) away from the capillary on which it resides and
extends cell processes or its entire cell soma to form a
bridge from one capillary to another. Alternatively, other
cell types may potentially give rise to these bridging cells or
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contribute to these basement membrane bridges (8). Lim-
ited studies to date indicate that these bridging cells can
colocalize with basement membrane structures that span
across, or bridge, adjacent capillaries (8,13). Accordingly,
these stand-alone (i.e., cell-free) basement membrane
structures have, at times, been classified as collapsed acellular
capillaries (14), intervascular bridges (8), basal lamina and
collagen-IV (Col-IV) sleeves (15), and string vessels (14). They
also appear more frequently in pathological settings than in
homeostasis, and some have presumed these basement
membrane bridges to be residual structures left by collapsed
and regressed capillaries (review in 14).

Taken together, these observations raise numerous
questions about the origin, significance, longevity, and
reversibility of these cellular and acellular cross-capillary
bridges. Bridge formation may provide a key insight into
the early compromise of these cells and open up potential
new therapeutic approaches for diabetic vascular disease.
If this enriched bridging cell behavior could be reversed,
with return of the pericyte cell body to the perivascular
space, it would potentially offer a new means to protect
existing diabetic vasculature, preventing further pericyte
and vascular loss. The goal of the present studies was to
examine whether pericyte detachment from the microvas-
culature and formation of cellular bridges are potentially
key early events in diabetes that may set the stage for
subsequent vascular compromise. We establish the phe-
notypic identity of these cell bridges using immunolabeling
for Myh11, a pericyte-specific marker, and then confirmed
these results using a lineage-tracing genetic reporter
driven by the Myh11 promoter (16). Next, we tested
whether pericyte bridges could be reversibly enriched
through acute elevation of blood glucose or delivery of
exogenous chemokines known to be elevated in the di-
abetic microenvironment (17,18). Finally, we examined
a pericyte-specific knockout of KLF4, known to regulate
cell migration (19), to determine its potential impact on
bridge formation and its ability to replicate the phenotype
of diabetic models. These initial studies allowed us to
confirm a likely pericyte origin to these cellular bridges;
demonstrate that the total number of pericytes remains
static in early diabetic models, varying only by the distri-
bution of on-vessel versus off-vessel pericytes; and, most
importantly, demonstrate that this off-vessel bridging cell
behavior can be acutely and rapidly reversed, providing
a potential new mechanism for pericyte compromise and
therapeutic approach for ameliorating diabetic vascular
dysfunction.

RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODS

Mouse Strains and Protocol
All procedures were approved by the Institutional Animal
Care and Use Committee at the University of Virginia and
completed in accordance with our approved protocol under
these guidelines and regulations. With the lineage tracing
and live imaging, Myh11-CreERT2 ROSA floxed STOP
tdTomato mice were used, bred from Myh11-CreErT2

mice (cat. no. 019079; The Jackson Laboratory, Bar Har-
bor, ME) and ROSA floxed STOP tdTomato mice (007914;
The Jackson Laboratory), all on C57BL/6J background.
Selective knockout of KLF4 in Myh11-expressing cells was
investigated with Myh11-CreERT2 ROSA floxed STOP eYFP
Klf4fl/lf with Myh11-CreERT2 ROSA floxed STOP eYFP
Klf4WT/WT used as control, graciously provided by the
Gary Owens laboratory (University of Virginia); mice
were treated with tamoxifen as previously described (20)
(Supplementary Material). All other mice used were C57BL/
6J (000664; The Jackson Laboratory).

Streptozotocin (STZ)-induced diabetes was initiated as
previously described (21) (Supplementary Material). Mice
were injected intravitreally with Ang2 or PDGF-BB (Sup-
plementary Material) and were examined at day 4 and
additionally at day 28: long after exogenous protein had
dissipated based on the short half-lives of Ang2 (22) and
PDGF-BB (23). As a chronic model of type 1 diabetes,
C57BL/6-Ins2Akita/J (10) mice were acquired (cat. no.
003548; The Jackson Laboratory) and harvested at 8 months
of age (9). Mice were sacrificed and immunostained using
previously developed techniques (24,25) (See Supplemen-
tary Material and Supplementary Tables 1 and 2 for anti-
bodies used).

Quantifying Microvascular Structure and Pericyte
Phenotype
Cell counts of pericyte association state with the vascula-
ture (26) were quantified using Fiji’s Cell Counter plugin
(27) in a blinded fashion. Vessel structure was analyzed
with software written in MATLAB using previously de-
veloped software (28). The deep retina vasculature was
characterized because there was a higher frequency of
basement membrane bridges found in homeostasis and
diabetes, and the homogenous flat structure of this layer
enabled consistent visualization with imaging.

Data Acquisition, Statistics, and Sampling
Two-tailed tests were used with significance level set to
a 5 0.05. See figures for statistical tests and sampling.

Data and Resource Availability
The data sets generated and analyzed during the current
study are available from the corresponding author upon
reasonable request. Code and instructions used to quantify
images are written in MATLAB and available from https://
github.com/uva-peirce-cottler-lab/public_avaper. The mouse
strains analyzed during the current study are either com-
mercially available or available through the laboratories that
generated them.

RESULTS

Pericyte Marker NG2 Colocalizes With Basement
Membrane Bridges in Homeostasis
Previous research showed that basement membrane
bridges were found in healthy homeostatic conditions in
the retina (8), suggesting some form of ongoing remodel-
ing of the basement membrane. We hypothesized that in
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the homeostatic retina, endothelial cells were not colocal-
ized with these structures, while pericytes were. Immu-
nostaining of retinal digests, an assay used to isolate the
vasculature via enzymatic digestion where only endothelial
cells, pericytes, and basement membrane bridges remain
(9), revealed that these thin basement membrane struc-
tures are Col-IV1 but negative for pan-endothelial marker
CD31 (29) and retina-specific endothelial marker CD105
(30) (Fig. 1A–D), confirming previous findings (29).
In whole mount immunostained retinas, these Col-IV1

bridges also colabeled with other markers of the basement
membrane, including fibronectin, laminin, and IB4 lectin
(Fig. 1E–G). These basement membrane bridges, and the
associated cell soma often found connected to them,
appeared to morphologically match the thin fibrous struc-
tures that have previously been referred to as collapsed
acellular capillaries in nonspecific cell staining of retinal
digests (14) (Fig. 1H and I).

When the retina of an adult human without diabetes
was examined, basement membrane bridges connecting
neighboring capillaries were observed, including a collapsed
acellular capillary marked by a thin basement membrane
bridge (14) (Fig. 2A–C) and a thicker acellular capillary with
a diameter at least 20% of surrounding capillaries (29,31)
(Fig. 2D–F). When the diameter of basement membrane
segments was compared between those that colabel with
CD31 (capillary, 9.55 6 1.39 mm) and those that do not
(basement membrane bridge, 4.32 6 2.03 mm), there was
a marked degree of separation between groups, with
a 54.8% reduction in diameter from capillary segments
(P 5 1.63E-10). When basement bridges were separated
as those that contain a Col-IV lumen colabeled with CD31
(capillary, 9.556 1.39mm), those that contain a lumenwith
no CD31 expression (basement membrane bridge with Col-
IV lumen, 6.856 1.21 mm), and those lacking both a lumen
and CD31 expression (basement membrane bridge without
lumen, 3.21 6 1.08 mm), there was again a distinct separa-
tion (53.1% reduction from basement bridges with lumens
compared with those without, P 5 1.29E-4).

We examined healthy murine tissue and characterized
these structures in the deep retinal plexus. Representative
images of immunostaining of homeostatic retina (Fig. 3A)
revealed capillaries and off-vessel bridges labeled with Col-
IV1 basement membrane, as well as no signs of vessel
formation or regression, as expected in homeostasis. Sim-
ilarly to what was observed in human retina, when the
diameter of basement membrane segments of the micro-
vascular network was grouped based on marker expres-
sion, Col-IV segments with CD31/CD105 endothelial
expression measured 5.64 6 0.08 mm in diameter, while
nonendothelial segments had a 60.5% reduced diameter of
2.23 6 0.08 mm (P 5 2.99E-12) (Fig. 3B), suggesting that
these features of the vasculature network may represent
distinct structures. In contrast with human retinal vascu-
lature, we observed no basement membrane bridges in
mouse retina that contained any sign of a Col-IV lumen. In
further support that endothelial cells do not coincide with

basement bridge structures, when the marker expression
of Col-IV1 basement membrane bridge segments was
examined (diameter ,3.5 mm to exclude capillaries, de-
termined by Fig. 3B), none of the segments colabeled with
endothelial cell markers, while 20.5 6 1.4% of them
colabeled with NG2 (denoting the presence of an active
pericyte cell process) and 79.5 6 1.4% colabeled with
neither (P 5 3.70E-27) (Fig. 3C). While a unique pericyte
marker does not currently exist, NG2 has previously been
used to label retinal pericytes (32), and here we combined
NG2 with Col-IV basement membrane for analysis of
pericyte morphologies.

A range of NG21 cell morphologies was found, which
we classified as either an attached pericyte with cell soma
and all cell processes associated with a vessel (Fig. 3D and
E) or a pericyte bridge with a cell soma or process extend-
ing partially off vessel (Fig. 3F–H). Additionally, we divided
attached pericytes into a subgroup with those that are
connected by an off-vessel basement membrane bridge
(basement-bridged pericyte) that lack colabeling with peri-
cyte and endothelial cell markers, giving an impression of
a cell-free basement membrane track (Fig. 3E).

Pericyte Bridges Express the Smooth Muscle Cell– and
Pericyte-Specific Marker Myh11
Previously, the myosin heavy chain 11 (Myh11) promotor
has been used in an inducible lineage–tracing reporter
mouse model to track the lineage of smooth muscle cells
(33). Myh11 lineage cells also colabeled with the majority
of NG2- or PDGFRb-expressing pericytes (16) and have
been used to study them. We hypothesized that pericyte
bridges would be marked in this mouse model and that the
exclusivity of Myh11 expression could be leveraged to
visualize pericyte morphology with higher confidence of
cell identity than with NG2 or PDGFRb as markers. Post–
tamoxifen induction in the Myh11-CreERT2 ROSA floxed
STOP tdTomato (Myh11-RFP) mouse model in the deep
retinal plexus, RFP1 Myh11 lineage [Myh11-Lin(1)] cells
colabeled with NG21 cells that bridged between blood
vessels marked with CD31 (Fig. 4A and B), CD34, and
CD105 (Supplementary Fig. 1A and B). Since RFP expres-
sion denoted Myh11 expression induced during the ta-
moxifen treatment period ending 4 weeks prior to
sacrifice, these Myh11-Lin(1) cells could have lost
Myh11 expression during the chase period. However, we
found that these bridging cells are also labeled when
immunostained for the Myh11 protein (Fig. 4C). The
fact that Myh11 expression was found in these bridging
cells in tandem with NG2 expression and colocalized with
a Col-IV1 basement membrane argued that pericyte
bridges maintained their pericyte identity and Myh11
can serve as a marker that includes this pericyte sub-
population. Leveraging the ability of this mouse model
to label pericyte bridges endogenously, we observed peri-
cyte bridges in other tissues (Fig. 4D–K), suggesting that
this morphology represents a fundamental pericyte phe-
notype found across vascularized tissues.
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Short-term and Long-term Hyperglycemia Elevates,
While Insulin Treatment Reduces, Pericyte Bridge
Density in STZ-Induced Diabetes
Published data from retinal digests suggested that base-
ment and pericyte bridges were enriched over the course of
months in diabetic conditions (34), yet it remains un-
known whether they form over the short-term prior to
other observed microvascular remodeling events in diabe-
tes. We examined whether acute short-term hyperglycemia
can modulate bridge density in a reversible fashion by
imaging the deep plexus retinal vasculature 1 week and

2 weeks post–STZ treatment, post–STZ treatment with
sustained insulin treatment via subcutaneous osmotic
pump, and post–vehicle control (Fig. 5A). Mice with
STZ-induced diabetes had a 20.9% increase in enriched
pericyte bridge density (fraction of pericytes with an off-
vessel bridging phenotype) compared with vehicle at day
7 (Fig. 5B) mirrored by a 4.3% reduction in attached
pericyte density (P5 4.27E-3) (Fig. 5C). At day 14, pericyte
bridges in diabetic mice were enriched 50.5% and at-
tached pericytes decreased 13.8% (P 5 4.65E-8). Insulin
treatment conferred partial rescue, leading to a 49.3%

Figure 1—Acellular capillaries in murine retina colabel with basement membrane markers but lack endothelial markers. A and B: Brightfield
(BF) image of acellular capillary (∗) between two fully formed capillaries (A) with field of view imaged fluorescently with anti-CD105 (green) and
anti–Col-IV (red) (B). C and D: Brightfield of acellular capillary (∗) (C) with same location fluorescently imaged with anti-CD31 (green) and anti–
Col-IV (red) (scale bar, 15 mm) (D). E: Fluorescent confocal image of whole mount retina in deep plexus stained with isolectin IB4 (green), anti–
Col-IV (red), and anti-CD31 (cyan). F: Retinal deep plexus labeled with anti-fibronectin (Fibr.) (green), anti–Col-IV (red), and anti-CD105 (cyan).
G: Retinal deep plexus labeled with anti-laminin (Lam) (green), anti–Col-IV (red), and anti-CD105 (cyan) (scale bar, 25 mm). H and I:
Transmission light image of retinal digest stained with hematoxylin-eosin, with structures previously referred to as acellular capillaries (∗)
(scale bar, 15 mm).
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reduction in pericyte bridge density compared with un-
treated diabetic mice, along with 8.3% increase in attached
pericytes (P 5 3.90E-5). We observed a similar trend
toward enriched basement-bridged pericytes with STZ

treatment at day 7 (Fig. 5D) and a 34.9% increase in
density at day 14 (P5 7.21E-5), along with a trend toward
28.2% reduction with insulin treatment compared with in
the untreated diabetic condition (P 5 6.68E-2). However,

Figure 2—Human retinal vasculature contains two classes of basement membrane (BM) bridges distinguished based on thickness and the
presence of a basement membrane lumen. A–C: Representative images of thin basement membrane bridges (∗) that connect capillaries
(CD31 [green]) and lack any sign of Col-IV lumen (red). D–F: Representative images of basement membrane bridges (arrow) that connect
capillaries (CD31 [green]) and contain a Col-IV lumen (red) (white scale bar, 25 mm; blue box outlines inset with blue scale bar, 10 mm). G:
Comparison of diameter of basement membrane segments that colabel with CD31 (capillary, n 5 13) and those that do not (basement
membrane bridge, n 5 23) (Welch t test; N 5 1 retina). H: Comparison of diameter of basement membrane segments with a Col-IV lumen
colabeled with CD31 (capillary, n 5 13), a Col-IV lumen with no CD31 expression (basement membrane bridge with lumen, n 5 7), and
a segment lacking both a Col-IV lumen and CD31 expression (basement membrane bridge without lumen, n 5 13) (one-way ANOVA with
Tukey-Kramer multiple comparison; N 5 1 retina). ***P , 0.001. w, with; w/o, without.
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there was no change between diabetic and vehicle mice in
the total NG21 pericyte population for days 7 (P5 0.653)
(Fig. 5E) and 14 (P5 0.510). Basement membrane bridges
marked with Col-IV, along with the subset of those that
were colabeled with NG2, displayed the same trends as
pericyte bridges with diabetes and insulin treatment (Fig.

5F and G). There was no evidence of angiogenesis or
regression, with no changes to vessel length density
(day 7 P 5 0.848, day 14 P 5 0.599) (Fig. 5H), branch
points per vessel length (day 7 P 5 0.987, day 14 P 5
0.712) (Fig. 5I), and segment tortuosity (day 7 P 5 0.131,
day 14 P 5 0.244) (Fig. 5J). In support of perivascular

Figure 3—Basementmembrane bridges, a subset of which colabel with the pericytemarker NG2, represent distinctmorphological structures
compared with lumenized vessels. A: Various off-vessel Col-IV tracks (red, closed arrow) are observed bridging CD31/CD105 blood vessels
(cyan) in deep plexus of the retina, a subset of which colabel with NG2 (green, open arrow) (scale bar, 50 mm). B: Comparison of diameter
(Diam.) of Col-IV segments that colabel with and without the endothelial markers CD31 and CD105 (Welch t test; N5 6 mice, n5 3 images/
mice). C: Fraction (Fract.) of colabeled basement membrane (BM) bridges (Col-IV structures ,3.5 mm diameter) that colabel with pericyte
marker NG2, endothelial markers CD31/CD105, and neither (one-way Kruskal Wallis with Bonferroni correction, N 5 6 mice). Classification
with abbreviations of various pericyte phenotypes (∗) in relation to the vascular network, including a fully attached pericyte, some of which are
connected to empty basement membrane bridges (D and E ), and various types of pericyte bridges (F–H) (scale bar, 15 mm). ***P , 0.001.
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Figure 4—Pericyte bridges expressMyh11, are ofMyh11 lineage, and are found across various tissues in quiescence.A: Pericyte bridge (∗) of
Myh11 lineage labeled with anti-CD31 (green), anti-NG2 (yellow), anti-RFP (red), and DAPI (cyan). B: Pericyte bridge labeled with IB4 lectin
(green), anti–Col-IV (yellow), anti-RFP (red), and DAPI (cyan). C: Pericyte bridge labeled with IB4 lectin (green), anti-Myh11 (yellow), anti-RFP
(red), and DAPI (cyan) (scale bar, 15 mm). Myh11-lineaged RFP1 cells (red) imaged with perfused IB4 lectin (green) in brain (D), heart (E), thigh
muscle (F), diaphragm (G), liver (H), inguinal fat (I), lymph node (J), and lung (K) (scale bar, 15 mm).
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remodeling, the density of pericyte bridges, basement-
bridged pericytes, and off-vessel bridges all correlated
with mouse blood glucose levels at the time of sacrifice
across groups and time points (Supplementary Fig. 2D–G).
Blood glucose and mouse weight confirmed hyperglycemia
for each study group (Supplementary Fig. 2A–C); repre-
sentative images of retinas harvested from hyperglycemic
and control mice at days 7 (Supplementary Fig. 2H and I)
and 14 (Fig. 5L–O) are provided. Similar patterns were
observed with hyperglycemia over the longer term of
3.5 months with STZ-induced diabetes (Supplementary
Fig. 3A–Q and Supplementary Fig. 4A–C) and with genetic
knockout of insulin in the Akita mouse strain (10) at
8 months of age (Supplementary Fig. 5A–L). Across
both models and time points, we observed no basement
membrane bridges that contained any sign of a Col-IV
lumen.

Injection of Recombinant PDGF-BB and Ang2
Transiently Elevates Pericyte Bridge Density
Platelet-derived growth factor BB (PDGF-BB), a pericyte
chemokine elevated in diabetes (35), binds to PDGFRb
expressed by pericytes but not endothelial cells (36). We
hypothesized that addition of exogenous PDGF-BB would
result in an enriched density of pericyte bridges with no
change to total pericyte density. Four days post–PDGF-BB
injection (Fig. 6A), pericyte bridge density was enriched
47.1% (Fig. 6B) and attached pericytes reduced 19.2%
relative to vehicle control (P 5 2.39E25) (Fig. 6C). At
day 28, pericyte bridge density recovered to basal levels
compared with control with a trending increase of 11.0%,
while attached pericytes were qualitatively reduced 2.2%
(P5 0.0866). In contrast, following Ang2 stimulus, basement-
bridged pericyte density was reduced 57.5% at day 4 com-
pared with control (P 5 1.65E-3) (Fig. 6D) and restored
by day 28 (P 5 0.770). Total NG2-labeled cell density
remained constant at both days 4 (P5 0.583) (Fig. 5E) and
28 (P 5 0.342). Col-IV bridges and the subset colabeled
with NG2 followed trends similar to pericyte bridge den-
sity across study groups (Fig. 6F and G). No angiogenesis
was observed per vessel length density (P 5 0.459) (Fig.
6H), a modest 11.7% increase was observed in branch
points per vessel length (P 5 0.0147) (Fig. 6I), and no
change was observed in segment tortuosity (P 5 0.202)
(Fig. 6J). Representative images at days 4 (Fig. 6L and M)
and 28 (Supplementary Fig. 7A and B) are provided.
Similar patterns were observed following injection of
Ang2 (Supplementary Fig. 6A–L, Supplementary Fig. 7C
and D, and Supplementary Material). Across both models
and all time points, none of the basement membrane
bridges contained a Col-IV lumen.

Knockout of KLF4 Results in Elevated Pericyte Bridge
Density
In vascular smooth muscle cells, KLF4 can negatively
regulate cell migration (19,37), and in Myh11-lineaged
cells it has been shown to alter smooth muscle cell

phenotype (20). To elucidate a possible molecular mech-
anism that modulates pericyte bridge formation, we char-
acterized mice with Myh11 lineage–specific inducible
KLF4-KO (Myh11-CreErtEYFP1/1KLF4fl/fl) relative to
wild-type (WT) (Myh11-CreErtEYFP1/1KLF4WT/WT) litter-
mate control mice (Fig. 7A). YFP1 pericyte bridges were
enriched by 48.2% in the deep plexus of homeostatic retina
in KLF4-KO mice compared with WT (Fig. 7B), while YFP1

attached pericytes were reduced by 8.7% (P 5 1.22E-5)
(Fig. 7C). YFP1 basement-bridged pericytes were
enriched 41.5% within KLF4-knockout retinas (P 5
1.61E23) (Fig. 7D). YFP1 cell density was not altered
in the knockout mice (P5 0.699) (Fig. 7E). The density of
laminin bridges and the subset colabeled with YFP fol-
lowed trends similar to that of pericyte bridge density
across study groups (Fig. 7F and G). There was no
evidence of angiogenesis as measured by vessel length
density (P 5 0.451) (Fig. 7H) and no change to branch
points per vessel length (P 5 0.395) (Fig. 7I) or enriched
vessel segment tortuosity in the knockout (P 5 7.27E-3)
(Fig. 7J). Representative images are shown at 14 weeks of
age (Fig. 7K and L), 6 weeks after tamoxifen treatment
was completed. Basement membrane bridges did not
contain a Col-IV lumen.

Pericytes Are Capable of Migration and Process
Extension, Revealed Through In Vivo Time Lapse
While population-level analysis has previously suggested
that pericyte bridges could be formed by active cell move-
ment, there is a lack of evidence directly demonstrating
that pericytes can migrate or extend off-vessel processes.
As a requirement for pericyte remodeling, we investigate
whether pericytes are capable of dynamic process exten-
sion and migration off vessel and explored this through
in vivo time lapse imaging of corneal limbal vessels,
a vascular bed bordering the sclera and cornea noted for
its utility in live imaging (38). For provision of an angio-
genic response mimicking that in diabetic retinopathy,
silver nitrate burns were applied to the Myh11-RFP mouse
cornea (38), followed by pericyte tracking with the vascular
perfusion of IB4 lectin to label vessels. At day 2 post–
cornea burn, prior to when the majority of angiogenesis
initiates in the model (39), we observed multiple RFP1 cell
somas migrating off the perfused vasculature (Fig. 8A–C)
or RFP1 cell processes extending off vessel (Fig. 8D),
confirming our hypothesis that pericytes are capable of
undergoing migration and process extension dynamically
in adult tissue.

DISCUSSION

For the last half century (40), pericyte loss has been
theorized to be a significant driver of microvascular dam-
age (17) and eventual loss of vision (41). The reduction in
pericyte density, established over many decades, is pre-
sumed to be from the toxic effects of hyperglycemia pre-
cipitating cell death (42) or from pericyte migration, but
with the latter presented as an alternative hypothesis with
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Figure 5—Short-term STZ-induced hyperglycemia enriched pericyte bridge density and was normalized with short-term insulin treatment
over a static vessel network structure. A: Experiment design. In the deep retinal plexus, quantification of pericyte morphology, including
fraction of NG21 pericytes with pericyte bridge phenotype (B), fraction of NG21 pericytes with attached pericyte phenotype (C), fraction of
NG21 pericytes with basement-bridged phenotype (D), total NG21 pericytes per field of view (E), NG21 bridges per field of view (F ), and all
Col-IV1 bridges per field of view (G) (day 7, unpaired t test; day 14, one-way ANOVA with Tukey multiple comparisons; N 5 9 mice, n 5 5
images/mice, field of view 530 mm). Vessel network morphology quantified with vessel length density (VLD) (mm/mm2) (H), branch points per
vessel length (Bp/Vess length) (I), and vessel segment tortuosity (J). K–M: Representative images of retinal deep plexus at day 14 from each
treatment group, with anti–Col-IV (red) and anti-NG2 (green), along with anti-CD31 and anti-CD105 (cyan), with annotated pericyte bridges (∗)
(scale bar, 50 mm). *P, 0.05; **P, 0.01; ***P, 0.001. aPC, attached pericyte; bbPC, basement-bridged pericyte; FOV, field of view; Frac.,
fraction; Intrav. Inj., intravitreal injection; PCb, pericyte bridge; PCs, pericytes; Post Inj., post-injection; Veh, vehicle.
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Figure 6—Intravitreal injection of PDGF-BB transiently enriched pericyte bridge density over a morphologically static vessel network. A:
Experiment design with Vehicle (Veh), STZ, and insulin (Ins) treatments. In the deep retinal plexus, quantification of pericyte morphology,
including fraction of NG21 pericytes with pericyte bridge phenotype (B), fraction of NG21 pericytes with attached pericyte phenotype (C ),
fraction of NG21 pericyteswith basement-bridged phenotype (D), total NG21 pericytes per field of view (E), NG21 bridges per field of view (F ),
and all Col-IV1 bridges per field of view (G) (paired t test at each time point; N 5 10 mice, n 5 4 images/eye, 530 mm field of view). Vessel
network morphology quantified with vessel length density (mm/mm2) (H), branch points per vessel length (I), and vessel segment tortuosity
(J). K and L: Representative images of retinal deep plexus at day 4 from each treatment group stained with anti-Col-IV (red) and anti-NG2
(green), along with anti-CD31 and anti-CD105 (cyan), with annotated pericyte bridges (∗) (scale bar, 50 mm). *P , 0.05; **P , 0.01; ***P ,
0.001. aPC, attached pericyte; bbPC, basement-bridged pericyte; Bp/Vess Length, branch points per vessel length; D, days; FOV, field of
view; Frac., fraction; IP Inj., intraperitoneal injection; PCb, pericyte bridge; PCs, pericytes; Post Inj., post-injection; w, weeks.
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Figure 7—Loss of KLF4 in Myh11 lineage [Myh11-Lin(1)] cells exhibits enriched pericyte bridge density. A: Experiment design. In the deep
retinal plexus, quantification of Myh11-Lin(1) pericytemorphology, denoted by YFP expression, including fraction of Myh11-Lin(1) pericytes
with bridging phenotype (B), fraction of Myh11-Lin(1) pericytes with attached phenotype (C), fraction of Myh11-Lin(1) pericytes with
basement-bridged phenotype (D), total Myh11-Lin(1) pericytes per field of view (E), Myh11-Lin(1) bridges per field of view (F ), and all
laminin1 bridges per field of view (G) (unpaired t test; N 5 9 mice, n 5 4 images/mouse, 530 mm field of view). Vessel network morphology
quantifiedwith vessel length density (VLD) (mm/mm2) (H), number of segments per vessel length (I), and vessel segment tortuosity (J).K and L:
Representative images of retinal deep plexus from each treatment group 6 weeks after tamoxifen induction stained with anti-laminin (Lam)
(red), anti-YFP (green), and anti-CD31 and anti-CD105 (cyan), with annotated pericyte bridges (∗) (scale bar, 50 mm). **P, 0.01; ***P, 0.001.
aPC, attached pericyte; bbPC, basement-bridged pericyte; Bp/Vess Length, branch points per vessel length; FOV, field of view; Frac.,
fraction; KO, knockout; PCb, pericyte bridge; PCs, pericytes; Post Inj., post-injection; TMX Tx, tamoxifen treatment; Veh, vehicle; W, weeks.
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limited evidence (9–12). Thus, therapeutic interventions
have been aimed at mitigating these toxic effects
through reduction of high blood glucose, reactive oxygen
species, inflammatory cytokines, or angiogenic growth
factors (42). The key insight of our study is that there is
an early reversible phenotypic shift of pericytes to
a bridging cell morphology prior to any net reduction
in cell density in response to both hyperglycemia and
cytokines upregulated in diabetes. While previous stud-
ies have implicated this morphology with diabetic con-
ditions (9–12), the origin of these structures, their
underlying function, and their potential contribution
to the microvascular pathology associated with diabetes
remain unknown.

Our study used definitive lineage markers, time-lapse
imaging, genetic models, and extensive microvascular

analysis to provide significantly greater insight into the
process of bridge formation and its potential role in
mediating diabetic vascular damage. We demonstrate
that 1) pericyte-like bridging cells are indeed pericytes,
and these cells retain their identity both during and
following diabetes and inflammatory stimuli; 2) individual
pericytes can demonstrate bridge formation and off-vessel
migration in adult vasculature on a timescale of minutes,
and this behavior is reversible; 3) the microvasculature as
a whole exhibits large-scale changes in bridge formation
acutely over the course of days, and these changes are
reversible; 4) pericyte bridge formation occurs in diabetic
models well in advance of any pericyte or endothelial cell
loss; 5) hyperglycemia-induced elevation in bridge forma-
tion and off-vessel pericytes is reversed by administration
of insulin; and 6) pericyte-specific deletion of KLF4,

Figure 8—In limbal vessel network, Myh11-lineaged pericytes can detach processes and migrate off vessel visualized through in vivo time
lapse. Time-lapse imaging of corneal limbal vessels in Myh11-RFP mouse 2 days post–cornea burn with RFP1 Myh11-lineaged cells (red)
and isolectin IB4–perfused vessels (green). A–C: Time lapses that show an RFP1 cell soma starting fully associated with the vasculature and
subsequently migrating off (arrow). D: Time lapse of RFP1 cell extending a process off vessel (arrow) (scale bar, 25 mm).
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a transcription factor implicated in restricting cell migra-
tion, increases the abundance of pericyte bridges in the
retina in the absence of a diabetes microenvironment—
demonstrating active, cell-autonomous control of pericyte
association with the microvasculature.

Our results strongly support active pericyte detachment
as the key mechanism underlying bridge cell and basement
membrane bridge formation. Pericyte-like bridge cells are
definitively classified as pericytes, given they are marked by
a pericyte-specific Myh11 lineage marker and they con-
tinue to express Myh11 protein even when their cell body
is off vessel. Myh11, a contractile protein, is only found on
pericytes and vascular smooth muscle cells (16). Basement
membrane bridges spanning between vessels, labeled by
Col-IV or laminin, often colabel with antibodies to both
Myh11 protein and the pericyte fluorescent lineage
marker, indicating active association of a pericyte process
with the bridge. Time-lapse imaging of lineage-marked
pericytes shows them clearly moving off vessel and fre-
quently extending and retracting filopodia between
vessels.

A particularly intriguing finding is that pericyte bridges
are increased in response to chronic hyperglycemia
months before pericyte loss and vascular regression are
usually observed in diabetic models (34), suggesting this
could serve as an early vascular marker predictive of future
pericyte loss and subsequent vascular damage. This rapid
change in pericyte bridge formation is entirely recapitu-
lated by injection of recombinant Ang2 and PDGF-BB—
both cytokines upregulated in diabetes (17,18)—and these
effects may potentially be synergistic with those mediated
by hyperglycemia itself. Elevation of pericyte bridges in
Akita mice (10) provides further evidence that high blood
glucose could be a stimulus for enrichment of this pericyte
phenotype.

There are several potential mechanisms through which
these early migratory changes in pericytes may confer
increased susceptibility to a toxic diabetes microenviron-
ment. Chronic loss of anchors for the pericyte cell soma to
the underlying vascular basement membrane would be
expected to increase the likelihood of cell death, as seen
with many cell types (43,44). Furthermore, the loss of the
close apposition between endothelial cell and pericyte
likely disrupts bidirectional trophic paracrine signaling,
leaving both cells potentially vulnerable (45). While tem-
porary pericyte dissociation from the vasculature is
thought to be requisite for angiogenic sprout formation
(46) and basement membrane bridges are hypothesized
to offer a preferential route for the rapid growth of new
blood vessels (47), chronic activation of this cellular
program by hyperglycemia, leaving the pericyte partially
off vessel, likely eventually leads to compromised cellular
function.

For the first time, we show that the enrichment of
pericyte bridges is a reversible process with restoration to
basal levels following insulin treatment in STZ-induced
hyperglycemia, both on a short-term time scale of days to

a long-term timescale of months. The dynamic capacity of
pericyte bridges is reinforced by our observations that
after exogenous delivery of Ang2 and PDGF-BB, pericyte
bridges return to basal levels. That this behavior is pericyte
specific is confirmed by induced knockout of KLF4, which
precipitates increased bridging cell density. Taken to-
gether, these results suggest that pericyte association
with the microvasculature is a dynamic rather than passive
process.

Given our results showing that Ang2 and PDGF-BB can
modulate pericyte attachment, an interesting avenue of
research would be determining whether modulation of
proangiogenic stimuli of hyperglycemia in the eye may
acutely be able to reverse aberrant pericyte migratory
behavior thereby restoring diabetic vascular integrity.
We speculate that anti-VEGF treatments that have been
shown to not only halt, but in some cases partially
reverse, diabetic retinopathy (48) may act partially
thru this mechanism, since VEGF is known to modulate
pericyte apposition to endothelial cells (49,50). Finally,
the identification of pericyte dissociation as a potential
early event in precipitation of diabetic retinopathy, con-
firmed by KLF4 knockout, suggests that manipulation of
cell adhesion and migration pathways may serve as a new
therapeutic approach for preventing or treating this
disease.

Our results also reveal shortcomings in the classical
retinal digest assay that has been cited as support for
pericyte dropout in diabetic conditions (17) and suggest
that pericyte loss as a causative factor in diabetic vascu-
lopathies needs to be reexamined, as it has already been in
the Akita mouse model (10). Our analysis of immunos-
tained retinas revealed that up to 50% of all pericyte somas
were associated with a basement membrane bridge (com-
bination of pericyte bridges and basement-bridged peri-
cytes), which would have been miscounted as endothelial
somas (51,52) in the retinal digest assay; this potentially
accounts for the ;30% (17) loss in pericyte density
observed with this assay in diabetes and Ang2 stimulation.
We show that pericytes only occupy a subset of basement
membrane bridges, but this cell-specific colocalization is
not captured with the histological staining used in retinal
digests, limiting the assay’s usefulness for quantifying
pericyte bridges and total pericyte cell count.

It is important to highlight that the definition of an
acellular capillary in retinal digests has not been uniform
throughout the years. While many recent publications
include the thin basement membrane bridges we have
characterized in their definition of a collapsed acellular
capillary (14), there is a classical definition that would
instead define these structures as fibrous strands based on
diameter relative to neighboring capillaries (31). Acellular
capillaries are classically defined as basement membrane
bridges that lack any cell nuclei and have a diameter at least
20% of surrounding capillaries (29,31). While we observed
these thicker lumenized acellular capillaries in adult hu-
man retina, we never observed them in our mouse whole
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mount immunostaining images across all experiments,
which would have been revealed as a Col-IV1 segment
of vasculature with the thickness approaching that of
a capillary but lacking any endothelial cell markers. Our
analysis of human retina suggest an opportunity to sep-
arate these basement membrane bridging structures into
two distinct classes based on the presence of a basement
membrane lumen and the diameter of the basement
membrane bridge.

Our study shows that even in early hyperglycemia there
are distinct morphologic changes in attachment between
pericytes and their underlying endothelial cells. Perhaps as
important, these changes occur acutely on a timescale of
days following alterations in the retinal environment.
Moreover, even in the setting of sustained, chronic hy-
perglycemia, there is apparently the opportunity to restore
pericyte attachment with endothelial cells to potentially
provide meaningful improvements in vascular integrity.
This finding, if borne out in subsequent study, may be
foundational for discovery of additional mechanisms to
meaningfully modulate diabetic vascular disease.
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